2017 commemorates 150 years of establishing close friendly relationship between Japan & Denmark. It started with the story of little Mermaid that swam across oceans from Denmark’s H. C. Andersen and found her place in hearts of many Japanese children. Edouard Suenson physically connected hearts of Danish and Japanese people by the first intercontinental telegraphic cable via Japanese sea.
Windpal: Proven Solutions for a complex & challenging wind industry

Windpal is created to continue a long established relationship and aim to bring proven Danish experience & know how together with Japanese companies in order to allow sustainable and cutting edge technology being made available.

Based on more than 20 years experience in wind power energy, 4 Danish companies are united to provide the most efficient and reliable solutions to the challenging offshore wind energy industry.

- World Marine Offshore
- Blue Water Shipping
- Vento
- Comtec Int

Each of our Consortium members has a vast experience & know how. United under Windpal we are able to provide Turn Key solutions for the most complicated projects in wind power energy.
Windpal offers a combination of technical expertise, flexibility, international recognition & reliability as well as a diversity of services and expertise.

Our turnkey solutions reduce the risks associated with the project timeline due to equipment issues, time constraints, human resources, government regulations and offshore wind challenges.
Turbine surveying & inspections
Environment survey with own vessels and crew. Site inspections and assessments of seabed conditions for construction

**Sea bed cable laying vessel with experienced crew**
The cable layer is a vessel designed and used to lay underwater cables

**Specialized vessel for turbine construction offshore**
Designed for transporting personnel and cargo to and from offshore installations and supporting services.

**Subsea inspection & construction work**
ROV and diving operations pre and during construction phase of offshore turbine installations

**Factory to turbine site haulage - land - sea - air**
Logistics & supply chain onshore & offshore
Chartering & Stevedoring

**Installation support**
Wind power specialist engineers & service crews Installation support
Wind blade inspection & services Operation/service/maintenance & spares
Windpal: Connecting proven Wind Energy know how from Denmark with an emerging Japanese wind energy market
Our project management and solutions with focus on specific parts of the offshore challenges include but not limited to the following:

**Offshore Survey & Inspections**

- Engineering and Preliminary surveys
- Logistics & supply chain management
- Warehousing and inventory control
- Survey & Inspections
- Offshore vessel & crew support
- Cable, diving & ROV operations
- Guard, rescue & chase report
- Vessel chartering & Management & Agency
- Wind power specialized engineers & service crews
- Installation support on- and off-shore
- Rotor blade inspections & services
- Onsite maintenance, services & spare part support

The ability to provide a Proven One Stop Shop Solution